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Beta Theta Omega Continues Path to 5-Stars
On the week before Thanksgiving, the Beta Theta Omega chapter of
PTK received their highly anticipated bat barns for their Honors in Action project that focuses on the “Networks of Life.” The two new bat
barns were placed in strategic places around the SPC Seminole campus,
specifically near the campus public library and another outside the nature preserve on the opposite side of the campus, in order to attract as
many bats possible and for the whole campus to experience the benefits.
The major impact of bats on the environment was definitely taken into
account in the process of deciding how to carry out the Honors in Action project. The Beta Theta Omega chapter has also set up a dedicated
research committee that focuses on compiling thorough research regarding the many benefits bats bring to the environment and how the chapter’s Honors in Action project will positively affect the city of Seminole
and neighboring areas. The advisors of Beta Theta Omega – Kelly Rich
and Amber Estlund – have been very dedicated to the chapter’s project
and its progress. They both had the opportunity to visit the bat barns at
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available for the public to watch and be updated. Beta Theta
Omega continues to be enthusiastic and determined to
achieve a 5-star status with the effort and contribution of its
many members.
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GIVING

BACK

THROUGH

SERVICE

The Alpha Alpha Kappa Chapter of PTK at Eastern Florida State College in Titusville celebrated a six-day long Founder's Day event of service for our educators and fellow learners alike! The chapter
began by hosting a Thanksgiving style meal for our entire faculty and staff population on Thursday November 15th. As our mentors ate, they were presented with a PowerPoint slideshow that was projected to
the large screen of the dining hall. This exhibition depicted a compilation of slides containing a mix of
educational quotes and comments that had been collected from students who wanted to show appreciation to their favorite educationalists. Messages such as “Dr. Moore: It was a pleasure to be in your class,
thank you for your encouragement and kindness. – D.J.” looped so that everyone mentioned would have
an opportunity to see the comments left for them throughout the luncheon.
The next phase of our service event began immediately after the luncheon and was focused on
attempting to collect specific, non-perishable food items from faculty, staff, PTK members, and generous EFSC students. The offerings collected by Alpha Alpha Kappa were then donated to our campus
food pantry on Monday November 19th and used to help fill 20 Thanksgiving meal baskets. These baskets were then given to eligible EFSC Titusville students and their families who were not able to purchase holiday dinners on their own. Each basket contained 1: 12-15lb turkey, bag of potatoes, bag of
onions, bag of peppers, bag of marshmallows, package of grapes, pack of dinner rolls, box of chocolates
and a choice of apple, pecan, or pumpkin pie plus 2: cans of yams, corn, green beans, gravy, chicken
broth and boxes of stuffing.
The final stage of our event was concluded on Tuesday November 20 th when we assisted the
food pantry coordinator and staff in handing out the baskets as recipients arrived to collect them. Though
this is the type of undertaking that is typical for many of our amazing PTK chapters, it is not often accomplished by chapters as small as ours. Though we have 12 active members, only 3 were ultimately
able to be involved in the bulk of this project. While many may have been discouraged by this participation outcome, we persisted and were able to accomplish our mission.
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W O W: H C C I S 5 0 A N D P T K I S 1 0 0
Hillsborough Community College turns 50 this year. Phi
Theta Kappa turned 100 this year. What monumental land
marks and what a way to celebrate. Alpha Beta Beta participated in Ybor City’s HCC50 Signature celebration.
The celebration was an all-day event beginning in the
courtyard at 11 am. Hundreds of students, faculty members, staff and people from the local community were encouraged to interact with Student Activities personnel and
student clubs. PTK had a table in the courtyard from 11 am
– 2 pm where Phi Theta Kappans and Advisors challenged
100s of people even some of our campus administers to play HCC trivia or play beat the timer Taboo.
Participants who answered trivia questions correctly were awarded prizes. Other participants who
decided to take a stab at playing Taboo were introduced to a timed challenge to get as many words
correct in 1 minute without being given the “best clues” for the words. Advisor Myria Evans (selfdubbed as the Taboo Queen ... and who lives up to the name) was among one of the Phi Theta Kappans giving the clues to the participants. If you know Professor Evans, then you already know she
made the experience the most lively and comedic event in the Courtyard. Her silly antics, loud
voice, and “snorting” laugher attracted many spectators and Taboo challengers to our PTK table.
Our 50th Celebration event ended with current and former student and faculty performances in the
Mainstage Theater. What a wonderful way to showcase the talent of HCC dancers, singers, musicians and actors many of whom are/were Phi Theta Kappa members.
Happy 50th HCC and Happy 100th Phi Theta Kappa!

“Hillsborough
Community
College turns
50 this year.
Phi Theta
Kappa turned
100 this year.”
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On P.A.R. with Cancer Initiative

Chapter Members gathered prior to the On
P.A.R. with Cancer 5k Walk.

District Commissioner, Joe Carollo gathered
with the Beta Kappa Iota officer board, Lead
Advisor, and InterAmerican Campus President
after delivering his proclamation.

Some of our On P.A.R. with Cancer 5K participants running the course.

For the past eight months, The Beta Kappa Iota chapter of Miami-Dade College has diligently worked to address the lack of health-related resources and
awareness in our community. The Little Havana area of South Florida is
culturally vibrant, yet economically challenged. As proud members of Phi
Theta Kappa, we highlighted the available resources through the On P.A.R.
with Cancer initiative. On P.A.R. is a major cancer awareness and fundraising campaign grounded on three cornerstones: Prevention, Awareness, and
Research.
As our Honors in Action project, we compiled more than thirty peerreviewed articles on each of the initiative’s cornerstones and synthesized the
information into a formal proposal. A total of six interdisciplinary cancer
workshops were developed and headlined by cancer survivors, medical specialists, and prominent health foundations like Live Healthy Little Havana
and the St. Jude Research Hospital. In partnership with the Miami Dolphins
of the National Football League, the officer board of the Beta Kappa Iota
chapter has raised over $ 3,000 and reached 350 service hours by running
concession stands for nine games. With a total of eight different campuses,
Miami-Dade College is the largest institution in higher learning in the nation. On P.A.R with Cancer expanded and under the guidance of our chapter, united more than a dozen student leadership groups to become a collegewide initiative. We created an inaugural 5k walk and organized the Festival
for the Cures to raise funds and awareness.
Both events were held at the InterAmerican campus in the heart of Little
Havana and amassed 120 volunteers with over 600 service hours. Our efforts were validated when two proclamations were issued by County Commissioner, Eileen Higgins and District Commissioner, Joe Carollo. November 2nd, 2018, the festival’s date, was formally declared On P.A.R. with
Cancer Day across the entire city of Miami. On P.A.R. with Cancer reflects
Phi Theta Kappa’s fundamental foundation of service and leadership. The
project raised an approximate $16,000 for cancer awareness and research,
but it most importantly provided a safe space for our community to gather
and reflect on a prevalent issue that affects the majority of us.
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Hispanic Heritage Month

To celebrate Hispanic Heritage Month, Alpha Zeta Epsilon
hosted a movie night celebrating “Dia dos los Muertos” – the
Day of the Dead. The movie chosen was Disney/
Pixar’s “Coco.”
The Day of the Dead is a Mexican holiday that takes
place on November 1st and 2nd and is a time of remembrance of those family members who have died.
Chapter members decorated the conference center with
traditional skulls and skeleton art as well bags of candy.
The members re-created an altar in the room using photos and objects from their own home and families.
Before watching the film, members explained that families build altars in their homes or in cemeteries to welcome
the spirits of those who have passed back to the land of the
living. Water, food, and pictures of the deceased are placed
on the altar along with marigold petals that are spread to the
gravesites to lead to spirits back to their grave.
The film is the story of a young boy, Miquel, who wants to
become a musician despite his family’s objections to music. The story takes place on the night of the celebration of
the Day of the Dead and Miguel is accidentally transported to
the Land of the Dead.
The evening was well-attended and everyone enjoyed the
film and presentation.
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Sigma Mu Honors in Action Project –Oyster Restoration
The coast of the Florida Panhandle is home to one of most varied assortments of habitats in
the state of Florida. This brilliant diversity is dependent upon the maintenance of a fragile
perfectly balanced ecosystems. A cornerstone of these ecosystems has always been oyster
reefs, which slow incoming waves to dampen the force of the waves upon the shoreline and
provide a habitat for many mollusks and fish. Unfortunately these reefs that are so vital in
protecting the area’s diversity are under significant strain from pollution, over fishing and
other human activities.

Being acutely aware of the significance of the reefs and the damage they sustain, the Sigma
Mu chapter from Northwest Florida State college decided its Honors in Action Project was an
opportunity to aid in the rebuilding of the area reefs. Members from the chapter worked with
the Choctawhatchee Basin Alliance, a local nonprofit that focuses on environmental protection and restoration, to reuse discarded oyster shells to build oyster shell reefs. These reefs are
comprised almost entirely of bags oyster shells and serve the same purpose as natural reefs.
Volunteers shoveled the oyster shells into net-like bags to be put into the local estuaries to
support the natural defenses from wave damage. Chapter members spent two hours at the
Choctaw Basin Alliance’s headquarters in Santa Rosa Beach, Florida shoveling shells from a
monstrous pile of oyster shells collected from
local seafood restaurants. Sigma Mu members
were able to make over three hundred bags of
shells totaling a weight of around two tons. The
Choctawhatchee Basin Alliance utilized the
bagged shells for their living shoreline initiative.
Thanks to our efforts, the Choctawhatchee Basin
Alliance was able to finish a reef
they had previously stopped because of Hurricane Michael damage.
By Andrew Borders
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Filling in the gap of History

On Thursday, October 18th, the Alpha Xi Eta Chapter of Saint Johns River State College was
delighted to have the mayor of their city, Saint Augustine, accept their invitation to give a guest
lecture on campus. Mayor Nancy Shaver spoke to a group of 62 students and faculty about a
controversial local topic: An 1879 memorial to Confederate soldiers from Saint Augustine. Following the events in Charlottesville, there has been significant and often heated debate within
the St. Augustine community with regards to what should be done with the monument.
After giving a mini-history lesson on the memorial, Mayor Shaver shared the opinions citizens
gave directly to her, which included preserving the piece of history, destroying it, adding contextual plaques, and relocating it to a museum. She then explained in detail the city’s decision
to add 4 plaques to the memorial describing its history, the effect of the Civil War on Saint Augustine, the Emancipation Proclamation, and the different interpretations of what the structure
stands for. The mayor admitted she did not see this addition to be adequate, and she wished
that a list of names of the African-American soldiers from Saint Augustine who died in the
Civil War would be added to the existing list on the memorial, which only included white soldiers. She urged the audience to fill this gap of history by finding these names. “You can get a
group together and get a commissioner to sponsor it and go for it.”
Mayor Shaver then accepted numerous questions and comments from the audience, some of
which were critical of the actions taken, but all were met with a respectful and complete answer. Alpha Xi Eta was pleased to have brought such a successful and informative program of
current and historical local events to not only members of their campus but also their town’s
citizens.

Mayor Nancy Shaver addressing students and staff as
part of Alpha Xi Eta’s “Viking Talks” guest speaker
series.
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Joggin’ for the Noggin & Fall Fest 2018
Beta Upsilon Upsilon

19th and 20th was an action-packed weekend for
the Lakeland PTK Beta Upsilon Upsilon crew!
First, on the evening of Friday, October 19th,
nine chapter members and officers volunteered to
support the Joggin’ for the Noggin event, hosted
by Lakeland Polk State College. Polk State College students are the beneficiaries of this event as the proceeds fund the college’s
scholarship program. Some of the PTK team kept the crowds cool by serving snow
cones to 5K participants and spectators, while others helped in different areas such
as the photo area with the local star, Señor Bones. Most participants donned their
fun and scary wares for the event; after registration they stopped by for selfies and
photo ops. Even our very own Beta Upsilon Upsilon Advisors Penny Morris and
Paula Celestey could not resist Señor Bone’s charm. It was a fun and action-packed
event with food, music, awards, and most of all fun!
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People fell head over “leaves” at the Beta Upsilon Upsilon
booths, during this year’s Fall Fest, held at the Polk State
Winter Haven Campus on Saturday, October 20th. The dedicated members and officers who supported the prior evenings Joggin’ for the Noggin event, as well as others arrived
at 7:00 am to set up the tents and tables for a silent auction,
various raffles, popcorn, soda, nachos, and candy for the
thousand plus attendees. While some members supported the silent auction and raffles at the
booths, others walked around to the vendors to share the great story of PTK and offer them the
opportunity to buy some raffle tickets; most vendors could not leave their stations to participate. The silent auction had something for everyone, such as: a Swedish massage, an aqua massage, a pearl necklace, a movie night bucket with candy and a Fandango gift card, $50 in specialty baked goods, a Samsung tablet, haircut, fall candle arrangement, inspiration jar, and a
one-hour plane ride. Our raffle gave everyone a chance to win with minimal investment. There
were multiple gift cards and discount certificates from generous local establishments. Near the
end a few bidding wars increased our success. The best part of the event were the calls and deliveries made to the winners. This year’s Fall Fest raised over $1,200 for our chapter to support
membership
events.

participation in future PTK
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CAP Center Analysis
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM) are just some of the few areas that allow
many to build upon analysis and critical thinking skills in an ever-evolving world. Located in Tarpon Springs Florida, St. Petersburg College’s Alpha Zeta Tau chapter at the Tarpon Springs campus visited the Citizens Alliance for Progress Center to give kids an eye-opening experience
geared towards the possibilities of furthering education through exposure of STEM along with
reducing dropout rates.
In order to establish initial engagement, the kids were split into two groups. Half were put
into the computer room and the other half were put in a room with ozobots and the makey makey
baseboard. In the computer room, the kids were able to create a rock, papers, scissors game
through their knowledge about micro-bit design and later showed their friends what they created.
The kids in the other room were given ozobots, which are robots one can code, create, and connect with. They drew lines on blank sheets of paper only to be amazed that the lines that they
drew would be followed by the ozobots. Even a laminated sheet was made to show them how
lines and colors affect an ozobots performance and its ability to follow through with the direction
of the lines drawn or created. The last thing that the kids got to witness was a makey makey electronic invention tool that allows users to connect everyday objects to computer programs. The makey makey baseboard was connected to a cardboard guitar and one of our peers was present to
demonstrate this process to the kids. Subsequent to this, the kids were shown one at a time how
the vibrations of music were able to go through their bodies due to the connections of the makey
makey board. By not only visually seeing the outcome, but also feeling it, sparked further curiosity, anticipation and fascination.
Overall, by visiting the Citizens Alliance for Progress Center, our goal was nothing short
of well done. By exposing these kids to the different components of learning through Science,
Technology, Engineering and Math (STEM), it is safe to say that they have the potential to expand their minds, further their education, and reach their highest potential in
life. By also giving back and helping inspire younger youth, it has given us an
altruistic sense of humanity.
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Scholarship Workshops
Do you love scholarships? Of course you do! We do too! That’s why Upsilon Eta is hosting
scholarship awareness seminar sessions. The purpose of this is not only to boost awareness of
scholarships that exist at the college but to promote helpful scholarship tactics. Tactics for
writing scholarship applications can be extremely helpful information to any students seeking
financial aid. The sessions consist of four different modules that focus on specific aspects of
scholarships and the application process. These workshops would provide attendees with the
skills and knowledge necessary to start and complete successful scholarship applications.
This would be partly achieved through the usage of mock scholarship applications in which
students can prepare scholarship essays that they can use for real applications. This would also be achieved by providing attendees with information regarding the various deadlines not
only for our college’s scholarship applications, but for Phi Theta Kappa, and other reputable
third-party scholarship sources. In addition to those, students will have the opportunity to
learn about the different types of financial aid and how to search for certain kinds using PTK
tools like PTKConnect or other tools for non-Phi Theta Kappans. Using these search methods
will allow them to filter for scholarships that more closely align with their major as well as
their degree program whether that be Associates, Bachelors, Masters, or other degrees. We
have partnered with the college’s Scholarship Department and Student Government Association in efforts of providing accurate and trustworthy information. We are hoping that these
workshops will be conducted at least twice each semester and each segment will be covered
in a single session. As the regional scholarship chapter for the 2018-19 year, we find that it is
appropriate to bring more attention to the scholarships available to our college students
through various resources.

Giving Christmas Cheer to a Special Needs Community.

The Pi Lambda chapter at Seminole State College participated in the 2nd annual
Blessings Banquet. The Blessings Banquet is put on by a local church in the
community called Northland. The banquet was started by the Access ministries
at the church. This ministry group works hands on with special needs children,
teens, and adults. As a team, they knew that holidays are extremely hard for the
adults living in those group homes. Most of these attendees do not have family
members close by or none. This event was dedicated to the special needs group homes that are in our local
community. Also to the wonderful staff at each group home. The banquet was set up as a Christmas lunch for
the attendees. We had 5 members that brought their families to help. The honor society was assigned many
different tasks that made this event so successful.
We had members that oversaw set up and tear down. These members helped this event run so smoothly with everything being ready before the attendees arrived. Another important role was the welcome team.
Their role was to welcome the guest and make them feel welcome to our event and church. They also helped
them with the picture booth before they entered the sanctuary. The welcome team was also helping the guest
to their tables and making them feel at home. They were also in charge of getting drinks and anything the
guests needed to feel more comfortable. We had another team in charge of food. These members prepared all
the plates for the guest. Our final team was our dance floor team. These members were engaging guest to
dance to our favorite worship songs and favorite Christmas songs. Every team and every member had an important role for making this event successful.
Each member was touched or changed in a way. Some of the members were never exposed to the special needs community. Other members treated the guest like they were family. The staff was very grateful for
the adults to have the ability to attend the banquet and feel that they are loved. We grew as a group of members felt touched by this event and are very eager to volunteer at the Blessings Banquet.

Fellowship at Xi Pi

On the third of October of 2018, our Xi Pi chapter of Polk State College held our first fellowship event
of the Fall semester. We decided to do something a little out of the box; something that would bring us
together not only as a chapter but as a family. We wanted to celebrate our diversity of opinions and encourage each of our individual beliefs by getting to know one another better in the best way possible:
through the very first XI PI Debate Potluck. Everyone holds their own views regarding certain topics,
and not only did we want to encourage tolerance but acceptance of one another’s viewpoints. This event
was an incredible experience! Rather than simply allowing our differences in opinions pull us apart, and
there definitely were some very different views, it actually brought us closer. We have learned to accept
the differing views of those around us, and to embrace the fact that others have different opinions from
us and that’s what makes us beautiful individuals. In the words of Tom Robbins “Our similarities bring
us common ground; but our differences allow us to be fascinated by each other”.
This potluck was a great opportunity for us to grow stronger as a chapter and further connect with our
new members. With that said, this potluck was a profound success; we had delicious food, and everyone
left with a smile on their face. Yes, we realized that we each have strong beliefs, but instead of arguing
and viewing these different opinions as an attack on our own perspectives (which happens all too often),
we saw it as passion! Thus, all of our members were able to find a middle ground, or simply agreed to
disagree. Seeing us accomplish that is only a small portion of why Phi Theta Kappa is such a great honor
society. I can’t wait for our next event in which us members shall unite once more!

Alpha Gamma Omega is proudly representing Division 2
The Alpha Gamma Omega chapter is proud to represent Division 2. Spirit Week was an amazing event in
which we honored our four hallmarks. Service, Scholarship, Fellowship, and Leadership. Members and Officers were
proudly seen around campus wearing their PTK shirts, lanyards, and tumbler cups too. Most of the pictures published
not only in our social media but on the personal accounts of our members had the hashtag #IAMPTK. New officers for
the Fall 2018 semester started their duties by giving mini-speeches to several classrooms and handed flyers as well as
coupons to raise awareness. This was a really good experience because people at campus who didn´t know about Phi
Theta Kappa received information and some applied to be a part of this big family. General Meetings were packed and
full of icebreaker activities, this was a time to relax, have fun, and meet our fellow members and officers. Different
clubs and organizations were invited to attend to our events and thanks to this different volunteering events were
hosted.
Valencia College East Campus was filled with Phi Theta Kappa flyers and information; you could feel the spirit
on the air so easily it was fantastic! Many professors were kind enough to send emails with information regarding our
honor society and tabling events were held as well. With a lot of effort from the officers and members, we won one
Golden Opportunity Scholarship. It was so rewarding not only to be able to represent division 2 but also, to give the
opportunity to someone of being a part of the chapter that didn´t have the money to pay for the application. The Alpha
Gamma Omega chapter is very proud of everything achieved this semester and we aspire to continue working as the
team we are and hope we can continue to give great experiences to the current and future members.

HOLIDAY EDITION

K A P PA N U
Phone: 352-854-2322 ext. 1653
Email: ptk@cf.edu

Greetings Phi Theta Kappa Florida Region.

First of all, Kappa Nu would like to say Thank you for
trusting us with The Athenian. It has truly been an honor
and a privilege to read and share all your fantastic stories.
From all of us here at Kappa Nu:
We wish you a Happy and Safe Holiday Season and Best
wishes for the New Year!
The Kappa Nu Chapter

KAPPA NU CREATES FOOD PANTRY ON CAMPUS

The numbers that show how many college students that go hungry are astonishing. Some of these students are
even homeless. According to research, more than one third of college students go hungry or are homeless. These
students then have problems focusing, their grades suffer and some even drop out. According to a survey of UC
Berkeley students, 38 percent of undergraduates and 23 percent of graduate students deal with food insecurity at
some point during the academic year. On one campus in the United States, a student lost seven pounds in his
freshman year because he ran out of grocery money halfway through. He was a first generation college student
who was barely covering tuition costs.
The tragedy of this is that tons of food is wasted each day that could be going to those in need. Kappa Nu decided
to focus on creating a food pantry on our campus for our college project.
Kappa Nu has been working with our Advisor, other faculty, staff, and the College President to get a food pantry in
place. After months of discussion, debate, and planning, beginning in January of 2019, there will be a food pantry
on campus in the Learning Resource Center. Students will be able to come into the LRC and walk out with food,
no questions asked. The pantry will be stocked with donations from students, faculty and hopefully some local
businesses.
There are currently 300 college and university campuses that have a food pantry onsite for its students.
Let’s continue the trend and see if we can get every campus and university to put one in place.
There’s no reason for students to go hungry.

